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 As a senior in the Honors College and art department, I decided to create a creative 
portfolio in lieu of a thesis. I planned and executed a solo exhibition at Winslow’s Tavern. I 
was in charge of the planning of the site, design and printing of the posters and invitations, 
and making of all of the work. My concentration is metal design. This includes but is not 
limited to jewelry and small sculpture. My senior exhibition was entitled Fleeting. It dealt with 
many organic objects and the passing of my friend. Below I have included my artist 
statement that was posted at my exhibition to give my viewers a better understanding of why 
I create the work I do, as well as some images of my work during the exhibition. 
 
Artist Statement: 
A great friend of mine passed away a little over a year ago. My senior exhibition, “Fleeting,” 
has a lot to do with him. Since his passing, I have spent a lot of time contemplating how 
fleeting life is. It is beautiful, bittersweet, and meant to be savored. Most of my art pieces 
have an organic object, such as a dried flower, that is no longer living. These objects are still 
as beautiful as when they were alive and blooming, if not even more so. Their beauty 
transpires after death and is worth remembering. These organic objects allow me to honor 
Tyler’s legacy, remember his spirit, and represent how beautiful his life still is to all of us 
who knew him. I aim to portray concepts such as life after death and rebirth. My hope is that 
if you, too, are struggling with the passing of a loved one, you are able to connect with my 
work and celebrate that person’s fleeting, beautiful life.  
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Rebirth:     -Butterfly Brooch 
     -Porcupine Quill Ring: 
   
 
-The Journey      -Fleur de Lis 
-Dried Flower Brooch Series:   - Sterling Silver Ring: 
  
  
-Cinque Terre ring 
-Untitled Ring 1, 2:    -Close up: 
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Fleeting: 
-Cast Rings 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: 
 
-Close up: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-Tyler fox Necklace: 
  
 
-Left vs Right 
-Fox Wallpiece: 
 
 
-Bronze Rings 1, 2, 3, 4: 
 
-Mother and Child: 
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